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to arrest the ringleaders at once. Balambaras Mehata
Selassie thought of a plan. . . .
A written declaration was sent up to the army on the
hill. It promised the soldiers a free pardon. They could
go back to their fields, and need fight no more : if they
wished to go to the war again, they would be given new
rifles and ammunition. As for the leaders, they were
invited to a great feast.
The soldiers, tired of the war, and liking the Crown
Prince whose mother was of the Wollo family, scattered to
their farms.
When the chiefs came to the feast, the three greatest of
them were carried out drunk into a Ford V8, heavily
chained, and driven off to the Borkenna aerodrome, where
Weber and his Junker plane were waiting to take them to
Addis Ababa. . . .
Dessye for a while had peace.
When the battle of Mai Chow was preparing, the planes
came back to Dessye again, pursuing Holmes and the
British Red Cross as they withdrew after their bombard-
ment near Lake Ashangi.
Pamphlets were dropped again. ec People of Wollo, rise
against the people of Shoa, who stole all your fine horses in the
time of Lij Tasu ..." Coloured lights, green, white and
red, were thrown from the sky, signifying Savoy to the
pilots and nothing at all to the population below.
A few days before we arrived the planes swooped into
the valley, four thousand feet lower than when they
bombed Dessye in December, and lashed the eucalyptus
with high-explosive. They almost touched the trees.
The Wollo chiefs received messages to capture the Crown
Prince and keep him for the Italians. He now had only
two hundred and fifty soldiers : it was easier than a month
ago.
On Easter Monday the Crown Prince's secretary thought
of another plan. He invited all the great Wollo chiefs to
a gebir. Delighted that he had played into their hands,
they said that they would come, and assembled their
fighting men near the Gibbi hill to provide against a mis-
adventure like the last . . . but they had no fears ... he
had no soldiers.

